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BRAC 2005 
Technical Joint Cross-Service Group (TJCSG) 

Meeting Minutes of 09 February, 2004 

Dr. Ron Sega chaired this meeting. The list of attendees is attached. Dr. Sega 
opened the meeting by welcoming everyone for attending. Dr. Sega then turned the 
meeting over to Mr. Shaffer. Mr. Shaffer provided a brief update on the progress made 
since the last TJCSG meeting on Military Value analysis briefing package and report to 
ISG. The key points, decisions and action items from the meeting are as follows: 

Key Points: 

Conflicting views needs to be resolved concerning scoring of the workload metric 
that is aligned with the operational impact attribute. 
Consistency of "operational impact" attribute is required across the three functional 
areas (Research, D&A, and T&E). 

Decisions: 

The TJCSG agreed to standardize data collection to include last three years unless 
noted otherwise on the data call question(s). 
The TJCSG agreed to rollup sub-DTAP areas for Weapons & Armaments to include 
Conventional Weapons, Directed Energy Weapons, and Nuclear Weapons. 
The TJCSG agreed on following sub-DTAP areas for Air, Land, Sea & Space to 
include fixed and rotary wing, space vehicles and launch system. 
The TJCSG agreed to break C4ISR into four sub-DTAP areas- Information Systems, 
Sensors, Electronics and Electronic Warfare. 

Action Items: 

1. There is still a point of conflict concerning scoring the workload metric that is aligned 
with the operational impact attribute. One group believes that a facility should count 
all h d s  executed (which means the sum of work done within the facility and 
formally contracted). The other position is that we should only count work performed 
inside the specific facility. The two dissenting positions will be forwarded to the 
TJCSG for resolution. (Action: Goldstayn and Rohde). Due COB 9 Feb 04. 

2. The attribute "operational impact" is currently not consistent across all three 
functions. At high level, each function is to have a metric that measures: Current 
Workload, Historical Workload (last three years), rapid reaction, workload, and future 
military value. We currently do not have a metric for rapid reaction in D&A. Either 
we have to have a rational for not having this metric, or we must define and rescore. 
(Assigned to Definition splinter group; due by 1200L 10 Feb 04) 
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3. The synergy metric for multiple functions must be rewritten in English and approved 
by the CIT and TJCSG (assigned to C4ISR Subgroup lead, due 1200L on 10 Feb 04). 

4. Provide acquisition definition for major modification IAW official DoD documents 
(to be used in the operational impact metric; assigned to TJCSG Executive Colonel; 
due by 1200L 10 Feb 04) 

5. Provide proposed bounding conditions (if deemed necessary) along with scoring 
schema for consideration to be included in the MV analysis (assigned to subgroups; 
due by 1200L 10 Feb 04). If no one comes in with a specific definition, the metric 
goes away. 

6. Prepare comprehensive breakout list of sub-DTAP areas for enabling technologies 
(assigned to Enabling Subgroup Chair; due by 1200L 10 Feb 04) 

7. Provide comments on draft ISG briefing and MV report to CIT Chair and Dr. Short 
and COL Buckstad (assigned to TJCSG principals; due by COB 10 Feb 04) 

8. Include MOA's into open issues list in appendix 2 (assigned to CIT Author) 

Chairman, Capabilities Integration Team 




